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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents an automatic alignment system based on machine vision method. A high-speed gray pattern match 
algorithms is proposed based on the combination of sequential similarity detection algorithm (SSDA) and 
multiresolution pagoda structure algorithm (MPSA). A dynamic system calibration model suitable for the algorithm 
automatic alignment system is established to relate the pixel coordinate in CCD to the physical coordinate, which is 
based on Tsai’s two-step algorithm but with the help of precise positioning of the wafer stage in X-Y directions. A lot of 
experiments conducted on a machine vision experimental platform confirm that the proposed technique is feasible and 
effective. The pattern match algorithm is demonstrated to achieve an error less than one-twentieth pixels, while the 
computation time is shorter than 200ms when using a large pattern image with 320×320 pixels. The absolute alignment 
error is illustrated to be lower than 200nm within a large field of view of 1mm×1mm after the platform is calibrated 
using the proposed dynamic calibration method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Automatic alignment system is one of the key subsystems in optical lithography tools. Compared with other methods, 
machine vision based alignment has many advantages, such as high precision, process intuitive, simple structure, and 
high efficiency [1-6]. Therefore, it has been widely used in many applications including in optical lithography tools. In this 
case, improving the machine vision accuracy directly results in the improving of the overlay, and the alignment speed 
and efficiency affect the throughput. The key technologies include target pattern extraction, pattern matching and camera 
calibration. A number of research institutions and companies have developed their commercial imaging processing 
products, such as Patmax by Congex and EasyMatch by Euresys, which have applications in semiconductor industry [8, 9]. 
Patmax is a geometric pattern-matching library while EasyMatch is a gray-level and color pattern-matching library. This 
paper proposes a high-speed gray pattern match algorithm especially for the automatic alignment system in lithography 
tools. The process of automatic alignment with machine vision and image processing algorithms are described in detail. 
The CCD calibration relating the image coordinate to the world coordinate is also analyzed, and a dynamic calibration 
algorithm applicable to the automatic alignment system is presented. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1 Automatic alignment process 
Figure 1 depicts the process of automatic alignment for lithography tools including five main machine vision algorithms, 
namely image enhancement algorithm, template learning algorithm, template matching algorithm, calibration algorithm, 
and coordinate transformation algorithm. The first step, known as image pre-processing and enhancement algorithm is 
mainly directed against the image noise by smoothing. The second step processes the image to find the feature location 
in pixels using high-speed gray pattern match algorithms. In the final step, the location in the world coordinate system is 
estimated by results of CCD camera calibration and used to reject the results if the quality of machine vision system is 
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inadequate to deliver the required accuracy. 

 
Fig.1. Automatic alignment process with machine vision algorithms for lithography tool 

 
2.2 High-speed gray pattern match algorithm 
A high-speed gray pattern match algorithm is proposed based on the combination of sequential similarity detection 
algorithm (SSDA) and multiresolution pagoda structure algorithm (MPSA). The overall matching process of the 
algorithm uses the pyramid approach in MPSA, while the search operation is performed from low-resolution images to 
high-resolution images by a cumulative value operator similarly used in SSDA. Absolute error of each pixel location (i, j) 
is defined as in Equation (1), accumulated errors of each match point is defined as in Equation (2), and in each position 
the cross correlation coefficient R(i, j) between the template image and the corresponding part of the search image is 
computed according to Equation (3). 
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where S(i+m, j+n) is individual gray value of corresponding part of the search matrix, ij
avS  is average gray value of 

corresponding part of the search matrix, T(m, n) is individual gray value of the template matrix, Tav is average gray value 
of the template matrix, m and n are number of rows and columns of the template matrix, respectively. The position of the 
best matching is determined by Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1. High-speed gray pattern match algorithm 

Step 1. Set resolution of image matching and the search area. 
Step 2. Set threshold of match accumulated errors Et. 
Step 3. Calculate accumulated error for the next match point. 
Step 4. Calculate absolute error of each pixel. 
Step 5. Calculate current accumulated match point error E. If E<Et, go to Step 6; if E>Et, jump out of this point, go to 
Step 3. 
Step 6. If not completing calculation of all the pixels in the templates image, go to Step 4. If so, use current 
accumulated errors E to replace Et and record the location of the match point. 
Step 7. If not traversing the whole image search, go to Step 3. 
Step 8. If the image resolution does not meet the original image resolution, go to Step 1, else the best matching 
position (i, j) is obtained by the minimum of the accumulated error. 
Step 9. Calculate the cross correlation coefficient of the best match position. If the value>0.7, calculate the best 
match point in sub-pixel resolution, else return an unsuccessful matching message. 

 
The proposed algorithm is based on the image pyramid approach in which the resolution from one level to the next is 
reduced by a factor of 2. The matching process is performed from coarse to fine, and the results achieved on one 
resolution are considered as approximations for the next finer level. A coarser resolution is equivalent to a smaller image 
scale and a larger pixel size. Then the cross correlation coefficient of the best match position and its eight neighboring 
points are computed by Equation (3). The best match point in sub-pixel resolution can be extracted by the least square 
surface fitting method defined in Equation (4). 

feydxcybxyaxyxR +++++= 22),(                              (4) 

where the parameters a, b, c, d, e and f are factors to be determined. According to the least square fitting theory of 
nonlinear functions, values of factors a, b, c, d, e and f can be calculated using scattered data of the best match position 
and its eight neighboring points. The location of the surface extreme point can be deduced from the values of above 
factors using Equation (5). 
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2.3 Dynamic camera calibration algorithm 
Camera calibration in the context of machine vision is the process of determining the internal camera geometric and 
optical characteristics (intrinsic parameters) and position of the camera frame relative to a certain world coordinate 
system (extrinsic parameters). Here a high-precision X-Y stage is proposed for dynamic calibration. To accurately 
estimate the radial lens distortion, the calibration data should be distributed broadly across the field of view. Figure 2 
shows the movement of stage in X-Y directions. The location in sub-pixel resolution of the template image is calculated 
in the field of view, the location in stage coordinates is recorded, and a series of points suitable for system calibration is 
obtained. 

 
Fig.2. Movement of high-precision stage in X-Y directions for dynamic calibration 
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The Tsai’s calibration procedure consists of two steps. In the first step, the external parameters are estimated. In the 
second step, the camera’s internal geometry and optical properties are estimated. There are six extrinsic parameters 
including three components for the translation vector t, and the Euler angles yaw θ, pitch φ, and tilt ψ for rotation. The 
five intrinsic parameters include: 
 
fr  Effective focal length, or image plane to projective center distance; 
k1  1st order radial lens distortion coefficient; 
Sx  Scale factor to account for any uncertainty in the frame grabber's resampling of the horizontal scan line; 
(Cx, Cy) computer image coordinate for the origin in the image plane. 
Since all calibration points are on a common plane, Tsai's algorithm for coplanar data is used. The single plane case does 
not calibrate parameters Sx and (Cx, Cy) can be simply considered to be the center pixel of the frame buffer. In addition 
to the 11 variable camera parameters Tsai's model has six fixed intrinsic camera constants: 
 
Ncx Number of sensor elements in camera's X direction (in sels); 
Nfx Number of pixels in frame grabber's X direction (in pixels), 
dx Center to center distance between adjacent sensor elements in X (scan line) direction (in mm/sel); 
dy Center to center distance between adjacent sensor elements in Y direction (in mm/sel); 
dpx Effective X dimension of pixel in frame grabber (in mm/pixel); 
dpy Effective Y dimension of pixel in frame grabber (in mm/pixel). 
The rough steps of the dynamic camera calibration process based on Tsai’s are shown in Algorithm 2. 
 

Algorithm 2. Dynamic camera calibration algorithm 

Step 1. Transform each calibration data from image coordinate (Xfi, Yfi) to camera coordinate (Xdi , Ydi) in mm by 
Equation (6). 
Step 2. Calculate the five unknowns r1/ty, r2/ty, tx/ty, r4/ty, r5/ty by Equation (7), where (xwj, ywj, zwj) is the 3D object 
coordinate. 
Step 3. Calculate (R, tx, ty) from five unknowns r1/ty, r2/ty, tx/ty, r4/ty, r5/ty by Equation (8), where R is a 3×3 rotation 
matrix, and tx and ty are two elements of the translation vector t. 
Step 4. Calculate an approximation of fr and tz by ignoring lens distortion. 
Step 5. Obtain an exact solution for fr, tz, k1. 

 
The mainly involved equations used in the calibration are listed below, and the detailed information can be referred to 
reference [10]. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS 
 

Based on above methodology, a machine vision algorithm library called AL_IP has been developed. An experimental 
platform for automatic alignment system has also been set up, including a light source, an optical system, a CCD camera, 
an image grabber card, a high-precision X-Y stage and other components. A halogen light is used as the light source, and 
a Navitar Zoom 6000 is adopted as the optical system. The matrix CCD is Pulnix CCD camera TM-1020-CL with an 
imaging resolution of 1008×1018. A high-performance image grabber, Euresys GrabLink Expert 2 cPCI, is used to 
obtain the CCD image. The positioning accuracy of the X-Y stage for dynamic calibration test is 50nm. The entire 
automatic alignment system is isolated from the ground vibration by an active damping system STACIS2000 from TMC. 
 
A lot of experiments have been carried out to verify the performance of the proposed real-time gray-based template 
match algorithm. A selected template image with 108×114 pixels is shown in Fig.3 and one of the search images with 
108×1018 pixels is shown in Fig.4. Table 1 depicts the comparison using library AL_IP and eVision. The later is a 
commercial image processing software developed by Euresys Company. It includes a template matching module called 
EasyMatch, which is claimed to be able to achieve a matching accuracy of one-twentieth of pixels. Figures 5 and 6 show 
the compared match error in X and Y directions, respectively. It is clearly observed that all of the position match errors 
are within 0.1 pixels. 
 

Table 1. Match results using library AL_IP and eVsion 

No. 

Match results 
with AL_IP in 

X direction 
(pixels) 

Match results 
with eVision in 

X direction 
(pixels) 

Error in X 
direction 
(pixels) 

Match results 
with AL_IP in 

Y direction 
(pixels) 

Match results 
with eVision in 

Y direction 
(pixels) 

Error in Y 
direction 
(pixels) 

Error in 
total 

(pixels) 

1 483.28 483.28 0.00 481.59 481.59 0.00 0.00 
2 488.28 488.27 0.01 485.06 485.05 0.01 0.01 
3 493.39 493.41 -0.02 488.65 488.71 -0.06 0.06
4 498.41 498.37 0.04 492.32 492.38 -0.06 0.07 
5 503.29 503.28 0.01 495.78 495.78 0.00 0.01 
6 508.31 508.29 0.02 499.24 499.22 0.02 0.03
7 513.47 513.47 0.00 502.76 502.78 -0.02 0.02 
8 518.33 518.34 -0.01 506.49 506.48 0.01 0.01 
9 523.40 523.39 0.01 509.91 509.91 0.00 0.01 

10 528.33 528.38 -0.05 513.40 513.37 0.03 0.06 
 

 
Fig.3. Selected template image with 108×114 pixels Fig.4. Searching image with 1008×1018 pixels 
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Fig.5. Match error in X direction Fig.6. Match error in Y direction 
 
Table 2 shows the average matching time with library AL_IP on different computer platforms. When using a large 
template image with 320×320 pixels, the matching time is demonstrated to be shorter than 80ms on a Dell 630m PC with 
a 1.73GHz CPU, a 512M memory and Windows operation system, while it is shown to be shorter than 200ms on a 
Power PC with a 500MHz CPU, a 512M memory, and VxWorks operation system. 
 

Table 2. Matching time with AL_IP on different computer 

Size of template image Average matching time on Power PC (ms) Average matching time on Dell 630m (ms) 
60×60 50 33 

100×100 50 33 
200×200 116 33 
320×320 197 67 

 
Table 3 shows the results of system calibration with library AL_IP, and Table 4 depicts the alignment errors after 
calibration. It illustrates that the absolute alignment error is lower than 200nm both in X and Y directions within a large 
field of view of 1mm×1mm after the platform is calibrated using the proposed dynamic calibration method. 
 

Table 3. Results of system calibration using the proposed dynamic calibration method 

Rotation matrix 

r1 0.165891 
Translation vector 

tx 475.842302 (μm) 
r2 0.986139 ty 303.482808 (μm) 
r3 0.003059 tz -21507.691455 (μm) 
r4 0.967699

Rotation angles 
θ 80.450976º

r5 -0.163384 φ 11.069559º 
r6 0.192000 ψ -0.175242º 
r7 0.189838 Effective focal length fr 170871.665139 (μm) 
r8 -0.028891 Distortion coefficient k1 1.08×10-10 
r9 -0.981390 Magnification factor M 7.944677 

 
Table 4. Calculated alignment error after calibration 

No. 
Measured stage position Calculated alignment position Calculated step error

X direction 
(μm) 

Y direction 
(μm) 

X direction 
(pixels) 

X direction 
(μm) 

Y direction 
(pixels) 

Y direction 
(μm) 

X direction 
(μm) 

Y direction 
(μm) 

1 -350.05 -400.00 483.28 -349.573 481.59 -400.068   
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2 -355.00 -405.05 488.28 -354.491 485.06 -405.086 -4.918 -5.018 
3 -360.00 -410.00 493.39 -359.573 488.65 -410.212 -5.082 -5.126
4 -365.00 -415.00 498.41 -364.726 492.32 -415.220 -5.153 -5.008 
5 -369.95 -420.00 503.29 -369.609 495.78 -420.109 -4.883 -4.889 
6 -375.00 -425.00 508.31 -374.529 499.24 -425.160 -4.920 -5.051
7 -380.00 -430.00 513.47 -379.534 502.76 -430.351 -5.005 -5.191 
8 -385.00 -434.95 518.33 -384.726 506.49 -435.166 -5.192 -4.815 
9 -390.00 -440.05 523.40 -389.601 509.91 -440.275 -4.875 -5.109
10 -395.00 -445.00 528.33 -394.537 513.40 -445.218 -4.936 -4.943 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Through a lots of experiments conducted on a testing platform, the automatic alignment system based on machine vision 
is proven to be feasible and effective. The experimental results show that the developed library AL_IP has high accuracy 
and fast computation speed. The pattern match function has equivalent precision compared with the commercial software 
eVision, and the computation time is shorter than 200ms when using a large template image with 320×320 pixels. The 
absolute alignment error is lower than 200nm after the platform is calibrated. It is expected that this technique will 
provide a useful practical tool for the automatic alignment in product optical lithography tools as well as other 
applications. 
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